Objective: We have previously reported an automated method for withinmodality (e.g., PET-te-PET) image alignment. We now describe modifications to this method that allow for cross-modality registration of MRI and PET brain images obtained from a single subject.
Registration Rationale and Methodology
In its unmodified form. our single-modality alignment algorithm will not perform cross-modality reg-'; 1 ,
MATERIALS AND METHODS
differs from most other registration techniques in that it uses anatomic information contained within J the images themselves but does not require explicit identification of any particular landmark. The method requires no user interaction and results in maximum within-modality registration errors that are generally <2 mm (i.e., about the size of a single .
• pixel). By making certain modifications to thew ithin-modality algorithm, we have successfully adapted it to allow registration of MR and PET images obtained from the same subje.ct. Although not as fully automated as the within-modality method (the scalp, skull, and meninges must be edited out of the MR images prior to registration), the crossmodality algorithm retains the property that the ex-• plicit identification of particular landmarks in both image sets is not required. This article describes the implementation of this modified algorithm and its performance characteristics both in terms of computational speed and in terms of qualitative and .; quantitative accuracy,
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Registration of images obtained from a single subject using different imaging modalities (e.g., PET and MRI) is becoming an increasingly useful technique for both research and patient care. The ability to accurately map data between different imaging modalities into a common space allows crossmodality comparisons that can provide unique insights not readily apparent when examining the modalities independently.
Registration of functional images obtained using PET or SPECT with anatomic images obtained using MRI is an area of particular interest since it allows the intrinsically better resolution of the MR image to be used in interpreting the functional results.
We have recently reported a new method of registering different images obtained from a single subject using a single imaging modality (e.g., serial PET studies of a single subject) (I), This method X (J'I" (~t:l</-I-/ tAe , partition is maximized by iteratively minimizing a weighted average of th~deviation ot tFie 'pET pixel values wlthm each MK partition. In this regard, the method is completelY analogous to our within-modality registration method, which has been described in detail (J) . The implementation of the cross-modality algorithm is described as follows:
For any voxel ; with value j in the MRI study, let au be the value of the corresponding PET voxel. Let -.CTj be the standard deviation of au for all voxels ;
with an MRI voxel value of j; let a'j be the mean of ail for all voxels ; with an MRI~oxel value of j; and let CT'j == CT/a'j' The value CT'j IS analogous to the normalized standard deviation used by our withinmodality (i.e.,PET-to-PET) alignment algorithm. If nj is the tQtal number of voxels within the brain with an MRI value of j and N = Ijnj• let 0" = Ij cr'j x
niNo
The value 0" is the weighted average of the normalized standard deviations measured for the various MRI voxel values j. A smaller value for cr" is assumed to indicate more accurate registration than a larger value, and the algorithm calculates crH and -seeks to minimize it as follows:
J. Prior to using the algorithm, the MR image is manually edited to remove the scalp, skull, and meninges so that only brain structures are present in the MR image set. Images are edited using the software package ANALYZE (2) (Mayo Clinic). A smooth curve is drawn interactively on each slice such that nonbrain structures lie outside the curve. If there are noncontiguous areas of brain on a slice. more than one curve is required. Pixels outside these curves are assigned a pixel value of zero and are ignored during all subsequent computations. The MRI data are stored in eight bit format, resulting in a possible range of MRI voxel values of 0-255.
2. Initial estimates of the X-, yo, and z-axis rotations Ilnd translations needed to register the images are provided by the user (except where otherwise specified, initial values of zero were used in this study). These estimates will be referred to as the "reslice parameters."
3. With use of the reslice parameters and the appropriate scaling factors calculated from the known relative sizes and dimensions of the MRI and PET voxels, .the PET data planes are resampled using trilinear interpolation to generate voxels of the same size and dimension as the MRI voxels. The PET data mapping outside of the boundaries of the MRI study on a particular iteration are ignored by the algorithm. Likewise, areas of the MRI study where the corresponding PET data points lie outside the field of view are excluded from analysis.
4. For each nonzero voxel value j in the edited MRI data set, the mean (aE and standard deviation (aj) of the corresponding Pt:;T voxels are calculated.
istration of MR and PET images. This is not particularly surprising, since one of the fundamental assumptions made in designing the algorithm is violated by images obtained using different modalities. The single-modality method assumes that once the images are properly aligned, the value of a · particular pixel in one image is strongly related to the value of the corresponding pixel in the other image by a simple multiplicative factor that is constant across all pixels. This multiplicative factor essentially accounts for differences in the relative intensity of the two image sets. While it is reasonable to think that tW()PET scans from a single individual should look very similar to one another after alignment of the images and adjustment of the pixel intensities, it is obvious that a PET scan and an MRI scan from a single subject will look quite different from one another. For example, white matter structures will appear bright on a Tl-weighted MRI study and dark on a .PET study obtained using (18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (FOG) or H2150, whereas gray matter will be darker than white matter on TIweighted MR and brighter than white matter on PET images. Clearly, there is no single multiplicative factor that will adjust the images to make them comparable.
Under ideal circumstances, a straightforward approach to the problem of MRI-PET registration would be to segment the MR image into gray matter, white matter, and CSF. Three separate pixel intensity adjustment factors could then be calculated, one for each tissue type. Unfortunately, perfect segmentation of MR images obtained with a single pulse sequence is not possible. Different tissue types (e.g., scalp and white matter) may have very similar pixel values, and partial volume effects can generate a wide range of mixed-tissue pixel intensities that cannot be uniquely resolved into pure tissue components. Two major modifications have been made to our single-modality methodology to take these considerations into account.
The first modification is that we edit the MR images to exclude nonbrain structures (e.g., scalp, skull, meninges) prior to registration. This step substantially increases the likelihood that all pixels with a particular value in the MRI study will represent similar tissue types. :!J1esecond modification is . "t the algorithm partitions the MR image into 256 separate components based on the value of the MR ·PI~eIs.~c aJgon~m th~n seeks to =~m.ie: the · omuty of the ET pixel vaJue h of these I I. e Ized assumption here is ·that all pixels with a particular MR pixel value represent the same tissue type so that the values of corresponding PET pixels should also be similar to each other. It is not necessary that this assumption bestrictly true, but the more nearly correct it is, the .more robust the performance of the algorithm will be. 6. The weighted mean of the normalized standard deviations (a") is calculated based on the propOrtion of the total number of voxels that have a particular
h . e gont m mlmmlzes U" y a lJustmg t e reslice parameters and recalculating a" iteratively as outlined in steps 3-6. The first and second partial derivatives of a" with respect to each of the six reslice parameters are calculated with each iteration. The absolute values of the first partial derivatives are used to identify which parameter will be adjusted on the next iteration using the NewtonRaphson method (3) . A conversion factor of 55.84 mmlradian is used to convert the derivatives into comparable units prior to this comparison. The parameter with the largest magnitude first partial derivative is adjusted. Convergence is defined by the reslice parameters that result in all of the first partial derivatives having an absolute value of <0.0057 mm -1 for translations and 0.005 radian -1 for rotations.
To decrease computation time, the algorithm initially carries out only the calculations outlined in steps 3-7 for every 81st voxel in the MR image. After the algorithm has converged, the resulting reslice parameters are then used as the starting estimate for the algorithm sampling every 27th voxel, then every 9th voxel, every 3rd, and finally every voxel in the MR image set. On rare occasions, particularly when sampling every 81st or every 27th voxel, we have found that the algorithm may faU into an infinite loop in which the iterations repeatedly return to the same point after one or more intervening iterations. Most commonly, the algorithm oscillates between two different points, changing the same parameter each time. In this situation, the first derivative of the weighted mean of normalized standard deviations alternates between positive and negative values. To circumvent this particular situation, the algorithm specifically checks for instances in which the same parameter is adjusted twice in a row and the first derivative is negative in one case and positive in the other. When this occurs, a direct linear interpolation is performed to solve for the value of the parameter at which the first derivative is zero, and this value is used in the next iteration instead of the NewtonRaphson estimate. Other more complex infinite loops are possible, and rather than try to deal with all possible situations, we have designated a maximum number of iterations at any given sampling density. Once this number is exceeded, the algo- No.4. 199J ritbm automaticaUy increases the sampling density even if the normal criteria for convergence at the preceding sampling density have not been met. This allows the algorithm to escape from an infmite loop at the potential expense of a less accurate set of reslice parameters at the start of the computations at the next sampling density. At a sampling density ·of I, the algorithm requires the convergence critet o be met or else flags a failure to converge. A maximum iteration number of 200 was used for all computations done for this study.
Validation MethodolOl)'
Two different types of validation were performed. The first validation was qualitative and consisted of matching MRI studies to H2"0 blood flow studies from 25 normal volunteers. Registration was assessed by visual inspection of MR images resampled to match the PET studies. For IS of these subjects, detailed measurements of the speed of the algorithm were also made. The second quantitative validation consisted of six epilepsy patients, each of whom had undergone both an FOG-PET study and an MRI study using fiducial markers attached to a stereotaxic head frame fiXed to the patient's skull. The fiducial markers provided an independent method for registering the MRI and PET. The speed of the algorithm was assessed for all six of the patients used for the quantitative study.
Qualitative Studies in Normal VolUnletrS Using H/'O Blood Flow Images
Informed consent was obtained from aU subjects and the study protocol was reviewed and approved by the UCLA Human Subjects Protection Committee.
PET image acquisition and reconstruction. H2"0 blood flow studies in normal volunteers were acquired using a SiemenslCTI831-08 tomograph (Siemens, Hoffman Estates, IL, U.S.A.). This tomograph generates eight direct planes and seven crossplanes of data and has an interplane distance of 6.75 mm. Each subject had six H11'0bolus injections using SOmCilinjection. Images were generated from data collected for 70 s following arrival of the tracer .in the brain. The PET images were reconstructed using a Shepp reconstruction filter with a roll-off frequency of 0.16 mm -I, resulting in images with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) resolution of 6.1 mm. An edge detection algorithm was used to find the edge of the brain in the sinograms (4), and a uniform skull thickness of 5 mm was assumed. Qualitative alignment validation. After editing of the scalp, skull, and meninges from the MR images, each subject's MRI and PET studies were aligned using the alignment algorithm described above. The reslice parameters were used to resampie the MR images to generate 55 resampled planes of MRI data matched to the PET data. These images were inspected visually for evidence of misregistration in transverse, coronal, and sagittal sections. Finally, the PET images were thresholded at various values and surface renderings were made of the PET and MRI. surfaces using ANALYZE. These rendered images were displayed together three-dimensionally to screen for registration errors.
Quantitative Studies in Epilepsy Surgery Patients Using FDG Images
The six patients were all imaged in preparation for surgery for medically intractable epilepsy. Informed consent was obtained from all patients. Four of the subjects were male and two were female; their ages ranged from 20 to 35 years. Each patient had FDG-PET and MRI scanning done on the same· day with fiducial markers appropriate for the imaging modality attached to the frame. The . clinical use of this particular external fiducial system to align MR and PET images has been described in detail elsewhere (5). Two other patients , were excluded froin analysis prior to registration of the MR and PET imases because the fiducial frames generated artifacts in the MR images that obviously . 'distorted the shape of the brain. Similar but less extensive MRI artifacts were evident in the scalps of the patients who were not excluded from analysis.. PET imaging. Scanning was done on a Siemens! eTl 931 tomograph. This tomograph generates eight direct planes and seven cross-planes of data and has an iriterplane distance of 6.75 mm. Each patient was injected with 5-10 mCi of FOG. Scanning was started 40 min after the injection, and images were acquired for 40 min. Images were reconstructedusing a Shepp reconstruction filter with a roll-off frequency of 0.095 mm -I, resulting in images with an FWHM resolution of 7.6 mm. Attenuation correction was based on 20 min transmission scans obtained using an external germanium ring source. Reconstructed image dimensions were 128 x 128 pixels with a pixel size of 1.84 mm. The PET studies of Subjects I, 2, and 4 were normal. Subjects 3 and 6 had right temporal hypometabolism. Subject 5 showed evidence of left temporal hypometabolism and left parietal ametabolism. MRI. The MRI scans were obtained on a 1.5 T unit (Signa). For four of the subjects, 60 contiguous axial sections were obtained with a slice thickness of 3 mm. For the other two subjects, only 28 3 mm axial sections were obtained. Repetition time values of 2~34 ms and TE values of 5-15 ms were,.used. Images were acquired as a 256 x 192 matrix, which was interpolated to a 256 x 256 matrix. Final voxels had dimensions of 1.2 x 1.2 x 3 mm in three patients and 1.1 x 1.1 x 3 mm in three patients. Prior to alignment with the PET images, the MRI studies were converted from 16 bit/pixel format to 8 bit/ pixel format. The images were bit-shifted (i.e., all pixels were divided by an exact multiple of 2) so that the maximal pixel value within the brain had a final 8 bit pixel value between 128 and 255.
Patient 5 had a left parietal low intensity lesion with a small hyperintense focus on his MR image. Patient 6 had a right temporal lesion in the white matter. The MR images of the remaining subjects were normal. Quantitative alignment validation. After editing of the scalp, skull, meninges, and fiducial markers from the MR images, each patient's MRI and PET studies were aligned using the alignment algorithm described above. Reslice parameters were subsequently recalculated independently based solely on the locations of the fiducial markers using the method illustrated in Fig. I and described in detail in Appendix. The reslice parameters based on the fiducial markers were then used as a standard for measuring errors in the resliceparameters calculated by the algorithm as described in the next section.
For clinical reasons, the epilepsy patients were deliberately imaged at quite similar angles during the MRi and PET studies. To ensure that the rela-.tively good initial angular alignment did not bias the outcome or the registration, we repeated the computation of thereslice parameters for the patients with a 10°rotation around the x-axis as the initial position used during the first iteration. We then compared thesereslice parameters with those obtained without this rotation using the error analysis method described below.
Error analysis and quality control. Analysis of errors was performed by calculating the spatial discrepancy between different sets of reslice parameters. For each point within the brain on the· PET image, the location of the corresponding MRI point was calculated using the two different sets of reslice parameters (e,g., parameters generated by the image alignment algorithm and parameters· obtained using the fiducial markers). The absolute distance between these two points represents the discrepancy between the two methods at that particular point. Mean and maximum discrepancies were calculated based on all points within the brain for which both MRI and PET data were available.
As a quality control measure for the fiducialbased method of analysis, we also calculated the distance between the right and left fiducial plates and the distance between the anterior and posterior fiducial channels as described in Appendix. These distances were measured along the x-and y-axes of the frame and are' therefore independent of the an-. gle at which the frame was imaged. We also plotted the derived equations (see Appendix) for all six fiducial channels from each image back onto the original MR or PET image to verify that each fiducial had been located properly.
Analysis of Computation Time Versus Accuracy
As described in Registration Rationale and Methodology, the alignment algorithm initially samples 'le s).
-. .-es every 81st pixel in the MR image. After the algorithm converges at this less dense sampling interval, the sampling density is increased iteratively by a factor of 3 until a sampling density of I is reached. Each time the sampling density is increased, the time for a single iteration increases by almost a factor of 3. Since it is possible that the gains in accuracy achieved by sampling every pixel are modest compared to the increases in compution time, we compared the reslice parameters derived by terminating the algorithm at various sampling densities in 15 of the 25 normal subjects. Mean and maximal discrepancies between different sets of reslice parameters derive~in this way were calculated in the same manner described in the preceding ,section for comparing alignment algorithm reslice .parameters to fiducial frame-based reslice parame· ters. Computations were performed on a SPARCs tation IPX. All of the computations reported in this article are based on original computer code written in C.
RESULTS

Qualitative Validation
We have used the MRI-PET alignment algorithm on 25 consecutive sets of H2150 studies, and the resulting registrations have been qualitatively correct in every case. We have not taken any special precautions to ensure that the MRI and PET studies are acquired at any particular angle relative to each other, and in fact many of the PET studies were acquired at different angles from others depending on what area of the brain was of interest. Figure 2 shows a typical data set with the MRI resampled to match the PET. Despite the lower spatial resolution of PET, it is possible to identify.several distinctive landmarks that serve as points of comparison for the corresponding MR images. Table 1 lists the mean error and maximal error obtained by comparing reslice parameters determined by the alignment algorithm with those based on the fiducial markers for each of the six patients. The maximum three-dimensional registration error for any patient was 2.7 mm, and the group mean registration error was 1.3 mm.
Quantitative Validation
The final reslice parameters were almost identical when the alignment algorithm was initialized with an x-axis rotation of 10°rather than 0°. The maximum discrepancy between the results from these two different starting positions for any subject for any point in the brain on the PET image was <0.1 mm . Table 2 lists the distance between the two Pie xi· glas plates and the distance between the anterior and posterior channels determined by the multivari· ate least-squares regression used to define the z-axis of the frame (see Appendix). These distances were computed to assess the overall accuracy of the fiducial measurements by comparing the results across subjects. It should be noted that two different frames were used. On the older frame (four sub· jects), the PET fiducials were mounted onto the frame more medially than the MRI fiducials so that the calculated distances between the two PET plates are smaller. Because this medial displacement was symmetric with respect to the frame itself, it should not have had any net effect on the computation of the frame·based coordinates. The newer frame (two subjects) results in identical p0-sitioning of the MRI and PET fiducials. Comparison of the dimensions of the older frame in Subjects 1 though 4 indicates that distances measured on the MRI studies agree to within 1% and distances measured on the PET studies agree to within 2%. The registered images from Subject 5 are shown in Fig. 3 .
Computation Time Versus Accuracy
For the 15 normal subjects, we compared the reslice parameters obtained by allowing the algorithm to run to completion (i.e., a sampling density of 1) with the results obtained by terminating the algorithm after convergence at less dense sampling intervals. There was often considerable disparity (several millimeters) between the results obtained with sampling densities of every 81st or every 27th pixel, but sampling every 9th pixel gave results that were quite similar to the results from sampling every pixel. Among all IS subjects, the largest discrepancy between sampling every ninth pixel versus every pixel was 0.3 mm for any point in the brain on the PET image. Sampling every third pixel gave a maximal discrepancy of <0.1 mm. Figure 4 shows the amount of time required to converge at various sampling densities. It is clear from the figure that the amount of time required for convergence is quite variable, ranging from <6 to almost 70 min. Times of 20-30 min are typical, and 5-10 min can often be saved by terminating the algorithm with a sampling density of 9 rather than 1. A reviewof the reslice parameters showed no con· sistent relationship between the amount of initial misregistration and the length of time required for the algorithm to conver~e.
Compared to the H21 0 studies with normal volunteers, the FOG studies of the epilepsy patients converged much more rapidly. All six converged with maximally dense sampling in <9 min. When the alignment algorithm was initiated with a 10°ro-tation around the x-axis, all six studies again converged in <9 min. together six different Hz '50 blood flow studies performed during a single imaging session. The Hz '50 studies were aligned to match one another using the single-modality alignment algorithm and interpolated to generate cubic voxels before summing. The images shown represent every fifth plane of the 55 plane volum. of cubic voxels. The MR image was edited to remove nonbrain structures, arid then resllce parameters were derived to align the MR and PET Images. These parameters were then used to resample the unedited MRI study to match the PET study. The accuracy of the registration can be judged by examining specific landmarks including the gyrus rectus (first image starting from the upper left at arrow on MRI), the heads of the caudate (third through fifth images, at arrow on fourth MR Image), the location of the most anterior and most posterior boundaries of the corpus callosum (third through sixth Images, at arrows on fifth MR Image), the course of the parietooccipital sulcus (sixth end seventh images at arrows on MRI), the location and shape of the central sulcus (ninth and tenth images at arrows on MRI), and the location of numerous other landmarks around the cortical rim.
DISCUSSION
The algorithm described is able to accurately align MR and PET images. Based on the six subjects with stereotaxic fiducial markers, we estimate that the maximum three-dimensional registration errors using this algorithm are typically <3 mm and that the mean registration errors are typically <2 . mm. The PET voxels used for registration were 1.8 mm along the x-and ,-axes and 6.75 mm along the l-axis, so the errors compare quite favorably with the voxel size. It is difficult to give a more precise estimate of the true registration errors in view of the fact that fiducial-based registration itself has inherent measurement errors, as demonstrated by the results in Table 2 . Consequently, the errors reported here are actually a combination of errors in the measurement of the fiducial markers and errors of registration by the algorithm. Indeed, given the potential distortion of the MR images by the fiducial frame and the spatial distortions that increase near J COffIPuI ASlut T_,r, Vol. 1,. No.4. 1993 the outer edges of the PET 'tomograph (6), it may not be meaningful to look for alignment of MR and PET images that is much more accurate than 1-2 mm.
From a practical standpoint, the greatest drawback of this method is the need to manually edit the scalp, skull, and meninges from the MR images. These distances were all measured along the coordinate axes defined by the frame itself. Subjects 1-4 were evaluated usina a frame thaI causes the PET fiducials to be displaced medially alona the x·axis relative to the MRI fiducials. Subjects 5 and 6 were evaluated using a different frame desianed to Jive exact superimposition of the MRI and PET fiducials.
, Despite 'Several modifications to the technique, we have been unable to achieve adequate registration without editing the MR images. Presumably, these difficulties are due largely to the fact that the addi· tional non brain structure's are segmented by pixel value into the same partitions as brain structures and thereby cause the standard deviations to be· come large and relatively insensitive to spatial orientation. We have found that manual editing of a 40 to 50 plane MRI scan using ANALYZE version 2.0 requires -30 min for an experienced user. Newer versions of ANALYZE (2) allow for more efficient editing, and we hope that a fully automated method of segmenting brain from nonbrain structures will be developed in the future.
The amount of computation time required for the alignment algorithm itself is quite variable. The MRI pixel size, the number of MRI planes, the particularMRI pulse sequence, the type of PET radioisotope, the PET pixel size, the PET interplane distance, the PET reconstruction filter. and the PET counting statistics are all variables that may be reI- Note the left temporal hypometabolism and the left parietal ametabollc area. Middle row .hoWl the MRI study resampled to match the PET atudy based on the locations of the fiducial marke,.. In addition to the fiduclals described in the text. there Is an ·additlonal anterior fiducial ch~nnel on the left plate. This channel was 'present only on the plates used for Subjects 5 and 6 and was ignored for the purposes of computation. Bottom row ahoWl the MRI .tudy resampled based on the reslice parameters calculated by the alignment algorithm. The MR Image was edited to remove nonbraln structl,lres. Including the fiducial markers, prior to using the algorithm. Note the left partetallow Intensity le.lon with a hyperintense focus on the MR images corresponding to the ametabolic region on the PET. of machine used for computations, and the type of validation methodology. It would be very helpful to compare the results obtained using each of these techniques on a single data set of real images with the correct answer determined by external fiducials. Unfortunately, the distortions of the MR images of the scalp and skuU induced by the stereotaxic frames make the epilepsy patient data set used in this study suboptimal for validating most other available methods. Given the inherent complexities and divergent goals of cross-modality image regis-~. tration, it is unlikely that any single approach willp rove to be the best solution for every situation. The method reported here is a useful addition to the existing strategies for approaching this difficult and increasinsly important topic. FIG. 4. Time required for the alignm.nt algorithm to converge when aligning MR images to H2,sQ blood flow data from 15 normal volunteers. In each case, analysis was started with a sampling density of 81 and sequentially decreased by • factor of 3 until the algorithm converged at the specified sampling density. All times shown were measured from the time the algorithm was started.
evant. A systematic analysis of all of these variables is beyond the scope of this article. However, from our experience using the algorithm in a variety of situations, we have found that computation times rarely exceed 30-40 min except in situations where the MR and the PET images have voxel sizes considerably smaller than those used in this study. As demonstrated by the registration of the epilepsy patient data, an FOG study can generally be aligned to match an MR image from the same subject with computation times of <10 min.
Most of our experience with the cross-modality alignment algorithm has been the registration of PET and MRI studies from normal subjects. In addition to the lesions present on the studies of the epilepsy patients reported here, we have had qualitatively good results with other large abnormalities (large arteriovenous malformations, areas of hypometabolism or hypoperfusion on PET with rela-. tively normal MRI), but this experience is insufficient to generalize. At the present time. we would recommend careful visual inspection of abnormal images registered using this technique. If it is obvious that a structural lesion has resulted in misalignment, better results may be obtained by editing the abnormal region out of the MR image and then using the algorithm to register the remaining structures.
An increasing number of methods are now available for cross-modality alignment of brain images (S,7,8) . A direct comparison of the relative strengths and weaknesses of these methods based on the published literature is difficult because of variations in the type of data being aligned, the type To use fiducial markers to align MRI and PET studies. it is necessary to use the geometry of the fiducials to derive an unambiguous coordinate system that can be ) defined in each of the two data sets. While the identifi· . cation of the same three fiducial landmark points in each study would serve as a sufficient basis for such alignment (assuming that relative voxel sizes are already known), the relatively poor spatial resolution of PET studies would make the alignment based upon such a small num· ber of points inaccurate. In general. it is desirable to uti· Iize all of the fiducial locations that can be identified to ensure the most accurate registration. We have designed the following method for deriving an unambiguous coordinate system from center-of-mass calculations and mule tilinear regressions to effectively utilize the specific fiducial geometry and all of the fiducial information in each MRI and PET data set.
Fiducial Geometry
The fiducial markers attached to the stereotaxic frames consisted of Plexiglas plates with two parallel linear chan· nels and one oblique linear channel drilled into them in the shape of the letter N (Fig. lb) . The channels were filled with copper sulfate to make them visible on MR H maaes and were replaced with similar plates made with pOsitron-emitting "Oe line sources for PET imaging. Two of these plates, arranged parallel to each other on the right and left sides of the patient's head, were consistently within the field of view on a11of the MRI and PET studies acquired for the six epilepsy patients. A third plate was not consistently seen on the PET images and was therefore disregarded in all subjects. The frame and the plates have been constructed and oriented such that an orthogonal projection of the left plate onto the right plate will result in exact superimposition of the two N-shaped sets of fiducial channels. Consequently. four of the channels, two on the left and two on the right, are mutually parallel to one another and are arrayed in a perfectly rectangular arrangement (Fig. lb) . A line con- structed parallel to these four lines and passing through the exact center of the rectangular array was defined as the z-axis of the frame (Fig. Ie) . The right and left oblique channels are parallel to one another and therefore define a plane that cuts across the other four channels at an angle (Fig. Id) . The intersection of this plane with the z-axis was defined as the origin of the frame (Fig. Ie) .
Once the origin and z-axis were defined, the x-axis was defined as a line perpendicular to the z-axis passing through the origin perpendicular to the right and left plates (Fig. If) . The y-axis was defined as a line through the origin perpendicular to the x-and z-axes (Fig. If) . The following sections describe the mathematics used to derive the equations for these three coordinate axes using the location of the fiducial markers. The steps described. were performed separately but identically for the MRI and PET data sets from each of the six subjects.
Reduction of Fiducial Clusters to Single Points
On the MR and PET images, the fiducial channels appear as a cluster of pixels rather than a single point. These clusters were reduced to a single coordinate location by calculating the center of mass for each separate cluster on each plane. If two fiducial clusters from different channels were sufficiently close together that they overlapped on a particular plane, both fiducials were excluded from further analysis on that plane. Separate regions of interest were drawn around each fiducial cluster on each plane and the center of mass was calculated as the mean location of all pixels exceeding a threshold value after weighting each constituent pixel location by its pixel value. The threshold value was chosen to exclude pixels with values that did not exceed background.
Derivation of Frame z-Axis
distance between the orthogonal projections of the z-axis . and the orthogonal projections of the particular channel.
Furthermore, the orthogonal projections of thl: z-axis must always lie exactly midway between the orthogonal projections of the right anterior and the left posterior channel as well as midway between the orthogonal projections of the left anterior and right posterior channels. Consequently, it can be shown that the four channels must all satisfy equations of the general form The form of Eqs. AS and A6 makes each of them suitable for a multivariate least-squares regression analysis (9) to derive the m. b. dl, and d2 terms from the appropriate fiducial point coordinates by applying a multivari· ate least:squares regression to the orthogonal projections of the coordinates onto the planes y == 0 and .r = 0, respectively. In the regression, z (the plane number) is defined as the independent variable and the .r (Eq. AS) or y (Eq. A6) image coordinates are treated as dependent variables. Once the regression has been performed. the m and b terms define the frame z-axis as described by Eq. A I and Al. A separate multivariate least-squares regression was performed for the x = 0 and y = 0 orthogonal projections of the MRI and the PET fiducials for each of the six subjects for a total of 24 such regressions. each based on almost 60 fiducial point locations (4 fiducials on each of IS planes, excluding those fiducials too close to the oblique channels to be resolved separately). Given that the z-axis is defined as being parallel to the four nonoblique fiducial channels, it follows that the orthogonal projections of each of these channels onto the l'lanes y -= 0 and x -= 0 must be parallel to the projection of the z-axis. Consequently, each of these four channels must satisfy equations of the form. 
Derivation of Origin, x-Axis, and y-Axis of Frame-Based Coordinatt Systtm
The ori~n of the frame-based coordinate system was determined by solving for the point that simultaneously This equation is suitable for multivariate least-squares regression (9) with the image x-and y-coordinates as independent variables and z (the image plane number) as the dependent variable. Such a regression was applied to the coordinates ofthe oblique channels to derive the equation of the plane containing these points. Each reJression was based on -20 oblique channel fiducial locations (2 fiducials per plane on the central planes, excluding those fiducials too close to other channels to be resolved separately). One regression was performed on each image set for a total of 12 regressions (I MRl and 1 PET regression for each of six subjects) . 
Derivation of Equation of Oblique Plane
Derivation of Fiducial-Based Reslice Parameterl
The derivations above were performed independently on the MRI and PET data from each subject. Using the Z-, yo, and l-axes of the frame, together with information about the pixelsizc and interplane distances of the MRI and PET studies, a coordinate transformation was defined for each study that would convert the image pixel location into a frame-based coordinate location calibrated in millimeten. Since the frame had not moved relative to the head between the MRI and PET studies, this allowed computation of reslice parameten to align the two image sets by computing the MR image coordinates that corresponded to the same frame-based coordinates as a particular PET image coordinate.
Computation of Orthogonal Frame Dimensions
The actual distances between the fiducial marken arc irrelevant to the computation of the frame coordinate system as described above. Calibration of distances was based on the known voxel dimensions rather than on measured fiducial distances. However, it is possible to calculate the distance between the two fiducial plates and the distance between the anterior and posterior. channels as a test of the overall precision of the measurement technique. These distances were calculated for each MRI and PET data set by solving for the distance from the origin to one of the fiducial plates and by solving for the distance from the origin to a plane containing both anterior (right and left) or both posterior fiducial channels. Equations AS and A6, the location of the frame origin, and the known voxel dimensions were required for these computations. These distances were then multiplied by 2 to determine the orthogonal distances in millimeten between
